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Abstract 
Integration of information from multiple sources is a key issue in many areas uch as cooperative 
information systems, multi-databases and multi-agents reasoning systems, where information from 
different sources is often contradictory. In this paper we consider each information source to be 
a knowledge base with a weight representing the relative degree of importance of the source. We 
propose a formal semantics for merging multiple knowledge bases with weights. The semantics 
has desirable properties uch as independence of the syntax forms of the knowledge bases and 
obeying the weighted majority rule in case of conflicts. We show by examples that this semantics 
returns intuitive results for the merging operation. We then present a syntactic characterization 
of the merging operation, which allows the result of merging to be obtained through a simple 
syntactic transformation of the knowledge bases. 
1. Backgmund 
Integration of information from multiple sources is a key issue in many areas such as 
cooperative information systems [ 17,291, multi-databases [ 41, multi-agents reasoning 
systems [ 6., 151, groupware [ 121, distributed expert systems [ 301, computer-supported 
cooperative work (CSCW), and so on. In these areas, information from different sources 
is often contradictory. For example, in a distributed medical expert system, different ex- 
perts often disagree on the diagnoses of patients’ diseases. In a multi-database system two 
component databases may record the same data item but give it different values because 
of incomplete updates, system error, or valid differences in underlying semantics [4]. 
On an abstract level, the above problem can be subsumed under the general problem 
of merging multiple knowledge bases that may contradict each other. There appear to 
be two major approaches for merging knowledge bases, which we describe below. 
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The first approach is to compute the maximal consistent subsets of the union of the 
knowledge bases and then take as the result the disjunction of all the maximal consistent 
subsets. If there is weight (or priority) information about the knowledge bases, then the 
maximal consistent subsets are computed by taking as many sentences as possible from 
the knowledge bases of higher weights (or higher priorities) [ 1 J. However, such an 
approach does not take into account the majority view (or weighted majority view) of 
the knowledge bases. For example, suppose three knowledge bases Ti = {a}, T2 = {u} 
and Ts = {la} with the same weight. Then we would like the result of the merge to be 
{u} since the knowledge bases are of equal weight and two out of the three knowledge 
bases support a. But the approach yields a V ~a, a tautology, which does not support 
either a or la. 
The second approach is to use the weighted majority rule (or simple majority rule ’ ) 
[ 201 to merge knowledge bases, but this can produce contradictory results. For example, 
let us define that a group of knowledge bases supports a sentence cy if and only if the 
combined weight of the knowledge bases that support LY is greater than the combined 
weight of the knowledge bases that support 1~. Then suppose a group consists of 
Tl = {a}, T2 = {b} and T3 = {la V 16) each with the same weight. It is not difficult to 
verify that the group supports a and b and mu V Tb, which is a contradiction! 
In this paper, we assume each knowledge base to be associated with a weight repre- 
senting the relative degree of importance of the knowledge base. We propose a formal 
semantics for merging multiple knowledge bases with weights. The semantics has the 
property of obeying the weighted majority principle in case of conflicts. For the ex- 
ample Tl = {a}, T2 = {a} and Ts = {la} each with the same weight, the semantics 
returns a as the result of merging. In addition, it has desirable properties such as syntax 
independence and guaranteed consistency of results for the merging. 
In Section 2 we give the model-theoretical definition of the merge operator. We 
study the properties of the operator in Sections 3 and 4, and explore how to model a 
master knowledge base in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss some examples using this 
operator to merge knowledge bases with weights. In Section 7, we describe a syntactic 
characterization of the merge operator. Finally in Section 8 we discuss some directions 
for future research. 
2. The semantic definition 
We assume a language L of propositional logic formed in the usual way from a set 
of atoms P. A possible world is a truth assignment to the atoms in P, i.e., a mapping 
from P to {t, f}. The set of all possible worlds is denoted W. Logical equivalence is 
denoted by E. A model of a sentence C#J is a possible world where 4 is true in the usual 
sense. The set of all models of 4 is denoted by 141. A literal is an atom or negation 
of an atom. For convenience, if 1 is a literal then we use --I to denote the literal that is 
equivalent to 11. 
1 Weighted majority rule becomes simple majority rule when all the agents are of the same weights. 
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A knowledge base K is a finite set of sentences. We say K supports a sentence a 
if K implies LY (i.e., K /= a), and K opposes CY if K implies T(Y (K k ~a>. We say 
K consistently supports LY if K supports LY and K does not support T(Y, i.e., if K is 
consistent and K supports CL 
Suppose 114,. . . , K,, (n 2 1) are the knowledge bases to be merged and a is a 
function that assigns each of the knowledge bases a non-negative number representing 
the weight of the knowledge base. The weight function w is intended to capture the 
relative degree of importance of the knowledge bases. If w(Ki) is higher, Ki is more 
important within the set of knowledge bases, and we want more of its knowledge to 
be reflected in the result of merging. Special attention should be paid to the weight of 
zero, the smallest number that can be assigned to a knowledge base. Intuitively, if a 
knowledge bsase is assigned a zero weight then the knowledge base is denied any say in 
the result of merging. 
A merging operator Merge is a mapping from { KI , . . . , K”} and w to a new knowl- 
edge base Merge( { K1, . . . , K,,}, w) . Clearly, we want the result of merging to obtain 
a maximal amount of information from each knowledge base. The maximal criterion is 
commonly acceptable in many other areas such as belief revisions [ 11,191 and database 
updates [ 181. This criterion, from the model-theoretic point of views, transforms into 
the requirement that the models of the merged knowledge base must be the possible 
worlds that differ minimally from the models of each knowledge base. To capture this, 
we define an order over the set of possible worlds W depending on the given knowledge 
bases; then define the models of the merged knowledge base to be the worlds in W that 
are minimal with respect to the order. The order can be thought of as a measure of dis- 
tance between a world and { K1 , . . . , K,}, so that the models of the merged knowledge 
base are the worlds that are closest to { KI , . . . , K,,}. 
Using the method of Dalal [5], we define the distance between a world and a 
knowledge base to be simply the minimum number of atoms on which the world differs 
from some model of the knowledge base. Formally, the distance between a world w and 
a knowledge base K is defined as: 
dist( w! K) = W$~~I dist( w, w’), 
where dist( w, w’) is the number of atoms whose valuations differ in the two possible 
worlds. For the case where [K] is empty (Le., K is inconsistent), define dist( w, K) = 0. 
Intuitively, the overall distance between w and {Kl, . . . , K,,} can be defined as the 
sum of the distance between the world and each Ki. To take into account the weights of 
the knowledge bases, we define the overall distance as the sum of the distance between 
the world and each Ki multiplied by the weight of Ki, i.e., 
n 
c (dist(w,Ki) *w(Ki)). (1) 
i=l 
When there: is no risk of confusion, we shall omit the outer parenthesis of ( 1). We can 
see that smaller weighted knowledge bases have less influence on the overall distance in 
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(l), and ones with greater weights have more influence. Result is that the worlds closer 
to the higher weighted knowledge bases are closer overall to the set of knowledge bases. 
We say w is closer to or at the same distance from {KI , . . . , K,,} than w’, denoted 
w 3{~ ,,._ K,,,~) w’, iff 
gdist(w, Ki) * w(Ki) < edist(w’, Ki) * w(Ki). 
i=l i=l 
It is easy to see that ~{K,,...,K,,,~) is a total pre-order, i.e., a total, reflexive and transitive 
relation on W. We say a possible world w is minimal with respect to d{K,,,..,K,,,m) if
for all w’ E W, w IS{K~ ,,,., K,,,~) w’. Let Min(W, +K ,,..., K,,,~)) denote the set of possible 
worlds that are minimal with respect to ~{K,,...,~,,,~T). hen, Merge is defined by: 
Definition 2.1. [Merge({Kl,. . . , K,}, w)] = Min(W, 5{~ ,,,,,, K,,,~)), 
That is, a possible world is a model of Merge if and only if its overall distance to the 
set of knowledge bases is minimum. 
3. Some consequences of the definition 
Since Definition 2.1 operates on the models of each knowledge base, Merge is inde- 
pendent of the syntactic forms of the knowledge bases: 
Proposition 3.1. Zf for all i E [ 1, n] , Ki z K; and w( Ki) = W( K;) then 
Merge((K1,. ..,K,},w) zMerge({K,‘,..., KL},w). 
This property is important since we are considering merging the knowledge from the 
knowledge bases, and logically equivalent knowledge bases have the same knowledge. 
The next result shows that the knowledge bases which are inconsistent or which are 
assigned the weight of zero can be discarded without affecting the result of merging: 
Proposition 3.2. If Ki (i E [ 1, n] ) is inconsistent or w( Ki) = 0 then 
Merge( { KI , . . . , K,},w) 3 Merge({Kl,.. . ,Ki_I,Ki+l,... ,K,,},w). 
Proof. The proposition follows from the definition of s{K,,,,,,K,,,m) and the fact that if 
Ki is inconsistent then dist(w, Ki) = 0. 0 
For the special case where each of KI, . . . , K,, is inconsistent or is assigned zero 
weight, the result of Merge is an empty set (a tautology), since in that case every world 
in W is closest to {Kl, . . . , K,} with distance of zero and hence the set of models of 
the merged knowledge base is W. This proposition also shows that if we want to deny 
some knowledge bases from influencing the result of merging, we can simply assign 
them zero weights. 
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Intuitively, if two weight functions are proportional in assigning weights to the knowl- 
edge bases, the results of merging the same set of knowledge bases using the two weight 
functions should be equivalent. For example, suppose a assigns K1, K2 and K3 with 
the weights 1, 4 and 3, while Q’ assigns them with 2, 8 and 6. Then we expect 
Merge({Kr, K2,K3},m) andMerge({K1,K2,K3}, w') to be equivalent. The following 
proposition shows that this is indeed the case: 
Proposition 3.3. Let {Kl , . . . , K,,} be a set of knowledge bases and w and w’ be two 
weight functions such that a( Ki) = c * d( Ki) (where c > 0) for i = 1,. . . , n. Then 
Merge( { Kl , . ..,K,},w) =Merge({KI ,..., K,,},w’). 
Proof. Since w( Ki) = c * w'( Ki), we have for all w E W, 







Hence for all w, w’ E W, we have Ci=, dirt(w, Ki) *w(Ki) G ELI dist(w’, Ki) *w(Ki) 
iff Cr=, dist( w, Ki) * a’( Ki) < ~~zl dist( w', Ki) * W’ (Ki). From this the proposition 
follows. 0 
An important question is whether the result of the merge is always consistent, i.e., 
whether the conflicts among the knowledge bases are always resolved. The following 
proposition answers this question. 
Proposition 3.4. Merge( {KI, . . . , K,,}, a) is consistent. 
Proof. Let w be any possible world and Pi (i E [ 1, n] ) be the set of all atoms appearing 
in the sentences of Ki. Since any knowledge base is finite, Pi is finite. We now prove that 
for all i E [ 1, n] , dist( w, Ki) is a finite number. If Ki is inconsistent, this is trivial since 
dist( w, Ki) = 0. Consider the case where Ki is consistent. Then there exists at least one 
world wi in [[Kin. Let w’ be the possible world that agrees with Wi on the valuations of the 
atoms in Pi and agrees with w on the valuations of all other atoms. Then it is clear that 
w’ E [Kin. And dist(w, w’) is a finite (non-negative) number since Pi is finite. Hence 
dist( w, Ki) (which is less or equal to dist( w, w’) ) is a finite (non-negative) number. 
Note that II is finite and w( Ki) is a finite number. We have that ci’r dist( w, Ki) * 
a( Ki) is also a finite (non-negative) number. Thus, there exists w E W such that 
Cy,, dist( w, Ki) * w( Ki) is minimum. This means I[Merge( {Kl, . . . , K,}, w)] is not 
empty, from which the proposition follows. 0 
If there i.s no conflict among the knowledge bases to be merged, it is desirable that 
the result of the merge be simply the union of the knowledge bases whose weights are 
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not zero. The next proposition (together with Proposition 3.2) shows that Merge has 
this desirable property. 
Proposition 3.5. If K1 A . . . A K,, is consistent and for all i E [ 1, n] , P( Ki) # 0, then 
Merge((K1,. ..,K,,},w) rK1 A.,.AK,. 
Proof. Let W = [KI A . . . A Knl. We prove [Merge( {KI , . . . , K,}, w)I] = W, from which 
the proposition follows. Then W is not empty and [IKin is not empty, for all i E [ 1, n] . 
Let w E W. Then for all i E [ 1, n], w E [IKil and hence dist( w, Ki) = 0. It follows 
that x11 a( Ki) * dist( W, Ki) = 0. THUS, w d{~ ,,,,,, K,,,,,) w’, for all W’ E W. Thus, we 
have w E [[Merge( {Kl, . . . , K,}, w)j. 
To prove the other direction, let w E [Merge( {Kl , . . . , K,}, a)] and assume w 6 W. 
Then w # [Kin f or some i E [ 1, n]. Then since [Kin is not empty, this means for 
all W’ E [[Kin, dist(w, w’) > 0. It follows that dist(w, Ki) > 0. Since w( Ki) # 0, 
Cyzl W( Ki) * dist( w, Ki) > 0. From the above proof we know that for all w’ E W, 
Cy=, W(Ki) d’ t( * 1s w’, Ki) = 0. Hence w $1~ ,,,,,, K,,,~) w’, contradicting the fact that 
w E [Merge({Kl,. . . , K,J, w)IJ. 0 
4. Weighted majority 
The following theorem shows that the weighted majority principle is reflected in 
Merge. This guarantees that Merge will produce a when merging the knowledge bases 
K1 = {a}, K2 = {a} and K3 = {la} with the same weight. 
Theorem 4.1. Let I be any literal and 7 be the total weight of K1, . . . , K,, i.e., 
r] = Cy=, w( Ki), Then if the combined weight of the knowledge bases that consistently 
support 1 is over 7712, then 
Merge({K1,...,K,},w) kl. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that Merge( {KI, . . . , K,,}, a) /& 1. Then there exists w E 
Min(W, 3{~ ,,..., K,,,~)) such that w F 1. Let wr be the possible world that agrees with 
w on everything except the truth value of 1, in which case w/- + 1. Our task is to derive 
a contradiction by proving that Cy=, dist( w; , Ki) *W(Ki) < CL1 dist(w, Ki) * w(K~). 
Without loss of generality, let Kl, . . . , Km (m < n) be the knowledge bases in 
{Kl,..., K,,} that consistently support 1. Then, since c5, w(Ki) > 77/2 and v = 
Cy=, w( Ki), we have: 
cw(Ki) > 2 w(K~). 
i=l i=nl+ 1 
For i E [ 1, m], we prove dist( WI, Ki) < dist(w, Ki) - 1. Note that [[Kin is not 
empty since Ki is consistent. Let wi E [IKin such that dist( W, Ki> = dist( W, wi). Since 
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wi E [Kin and Ki /= 1, wi k 1. Then &t( WI, wi) = dist( W, Wi) - 1 since WY /= I 
while w k 1 and wr agrees with w on everything except the truth value of 1. Then 
&s?(W,,Ki) < &st(w,wj) - 1 =diSt(w,Ki) - 1. 
For i E [RI f l,n], we prove &t(w,, Ki) < &t( W, Ki) + 1. There are two cases: 
* Ki is inconsistent. Then &r(w,, Ki) = &t(w, Ki) = 0. We have &s~(w~, Ki) < 
diSt(W, .Kf) + 1. 
l Ki is consistent. Let IQ E [Kill be such that &t( W, wi) = dist( W, Ki). Then dist( wi, 
wi) < dist( w, Wi) f 1, since wIV agrees with w on everything except he truth value 
of 1. As &t( WI, Ki) < dist( WI, wi), we have dist( wl, Ki) < dist( w, wi) + 1 = 
diSt( WV Ki) + 1. 
Then 
edist(w;, Ki) * w(K~) = ~disr(W~, Ki) * W(Ki) 
i=I i=l 
+ 2 di.st(w,, Ki) * w(Ki) 
i=m+l 
<kdist(w,iC;) *w(Ki) -kw(Ki) +2 w(Ki) 
id id i=m+ 1 
<~dist(w,X;) *w(f(i). 
i=i 
This contradicts the fact that w E ~~~(~, I({K ,,.,., K,,,~}). Cl 
Note that this result holds only for literals. For arbitrary sentences, this may not be 
the case. For example, consider the three knowledge bases Kl = (a, b}, K2 = {a, ‘b} 
and K3 = {la, b} with the same weight. Then Mqe implies a and b (since two out 
of the three knowledge bases support a and b respectively). But Merge does not imply 
la V lb, although both K2 and K3 support 7u V lb. From this example we also see 
that if the majority rule is applied to any sentence then an inconsistent result might be 
introduced, as was the case for the majority rule approach described in the introducto~ 
section. The majority rule is appropriate for literals only. 
The condition in Theorem 4.1 is the strict weighted majority: the combined weight 
of the support for 1 should be over 50% of the total weight. We now show a simple 
weighted majority condition for Merge: it suffices that the combined weight of the 
support for 1 is greater than the combined weight of the support for -E. 
Propositiom 4.2. Suppose every member in (KI , . . . , K#) supports either 1 or 4 and 
Cw(K,) > C W(Ki). 
Ki!=l K;+-1 
Then 
kieqe( { Kj r...tKrz)rw) +=r. 
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be seen that only one master is allowed within a group. The next theorem tells us that 
the opinions of the master knowledge base are always reflected in the result of merging. 
Theorem 5.1. .%qq?ose for mm? k E [ I, n 1, Kk is co~sis~e~~ and w( Kk ) > 
CiZk a( Ki). Then 
Merge{ (K,, . . ., Kt), a> + &. 
Proof. Assume there exists w E f%z(W, 5{~,,,_,~,,,~1) such that w p &. Since k;II is 
consistent, [Kk] is not empty. Let wk E [[Kkj such that dist( w, wk) = dist(w, Kk). Then 
since w i#= &, dist( w, wk) > 0. There exists at least a literal 1 such that wk /= I while 
w 8/; Z. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can then prove wt <{R ,,.,., E,,,~) w, i.e., 
kdist(wr, Ki) * w(K~) < ~I?i.rt(w,Ki) *w(Ki), 
i=l i=l 
This contmdicts our assumption that w f Min(W, -$K,,,,,,K,,,m}). [? 
Note that this theorem holds only when the master Kk is consistent. Since the result 
of merging is always consistent, it does not imply any inconsistent Kk. 
Let ZC denote the master knowledge base, called integrity constraint hereafter. Suppose 
ZC is consistent. By the above theorem, the result of merging {KI, . . . , K,,,ZC} implies 
ZC, which means that a model of the result is also a model of ZC. It then seems clear 
that the models of the result of merging {KI , . . . , K,, ZC} are the models of ZC closest 
to (K1,.. , K,}. This observation is confirmed by the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose ZC is co~sisfe~~ and a( ZC) > CT!1 w( Ki). Then 
@feve( {Kt 9 . . .,Kn,lC},w)] =Mi4UICify5t~l ,..., K,,,ar}). 
Proof. Since both LHS and RHS are not empty, let w E LHS and w’ f RHS. Then 
W’ E [ZC], and by Theorem 5.1 we also have w E UZC]. It follows that dist( w, ZC) = 
dist( w’, ZC) = 0. Let K = {KI , . . . , K,, , ZC). 
Assume w $ RHS. Then we have 
Since dist( w, ZC) = dist( w’, ZC) = 0, we have 
c dist( w’, K) * w(K) < c dist( w, K) * m(K). 
KEK KEK: 
This contradicts the fact that w f LHS. 
Assume w’ # LHS. Then from Definition 2.1, we have 
c dist( w, K) * w(K) < c dist( w’, K) * w(K). 
KEK KEiC 
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Since dist( w, IC) = dist( w’, ZC) = 0, we have 
But since w f [IZCJ, this contradicts the fact that w’ E RHS Cl 
Therefore, in the presence of a consistent ZC Definition 2.1 can be simplism- 
instead of selecting from W the worlds closest to {Kt, . . . , K,, IC), we can now select 
the models of ZC that are closest to {Kt , . . . , K,}. 
It is interesting to consider a special case where there is only one knowledge base K 
to be merged with ZC. The above theorems show that Me& {K, IC}, a) always implies 
ZC. Hence Merge{ {K,IC}, a) can also be viewed as a kind of belief revision-revising 
K by ZC where K is the old knowl~ge base and IC is the new knowledge which must 
be satisfied, From this we see that our merge operator collapses to a revision operator 
when there are only two knowledge bases to be merged, one of which is an integrity 
constraint. 
6. Examples of merging knowledge bases 
Example 6.1. Let Kl = {a,~}, K2 = {a -+ 6, x} and K3 = {b + e, c}, and their 
weights z~(Kt) = w(K2) = w(K3) = 1. 
Then Merge((K~,K~,K~},w) E {n,a --+ b,b -+ e,c). 
We observe that the conflict among the knowl~ge bases centers on c, Since all 
knowledge bases are of equal weight and two knowledge bases support c while only 
one opposes c, the result supports c, reflecting the opinion of the majority. The result 
also implies the other propositions irrelevant to c, which allows the derivation of the 
(implicit) knowledge b and e. 
Example 6.2. Suppose Kr, iu,, K3 and their weights are as in the last example, and 
K4 = {-v} with weight li~( K4) = 1. 
ThenMerge({K,,K:,Kj,K4},w) ={a,a-,b,b-+e}. 
Now in the group of four knowledge bases, half support c and half support X. Since 
all of the knowledge bases have equal weight, c is left undecided. But as in the last 
example, the propositions irrelevant to c are preserved. 
Example 6.3. Suppose KI , K2, K3 are as in the last example. But their weights are 
different: w( KI ) = a( K-3) = 1 while ZV( K2) = 2. 
Then Merge((K1,K2,K3},w) s {a,~ --+ b,b ---f e}. 
The conflict issue c is left undecided, since the support and opposition of c are in 
balance: the agent who opposes c has the weight twice as much as the weight of the 
other two agents who support c. But as in the previous examples, the propositions 
irrelevant to c are preserved. 
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Suppose we have a( KI) = a( K3) = 1 while a( K2) = 3. Then Merge( {KI, K2, Ks}, 
w) E {a, a -+ b, b --f e, -c}. Now the agent who opposes c has the weight greater than 
half of the total weight of the three agents. Accordingly, the result of Merge supports -JC. 
We get the same result whenever w( Kz) > 2. The result conforms with Theorem 4.1. 
Example ti.4. Suppose K1 = {a}, K2 = {a ---f b}, K3 = {a, lb}, and a( KI) = w( K2) = 
w(K3) = 1.. 
Then Mmerge({K,,K2,K3},w) z {a,a -+ b} V{a,~b}. 
The melrged knowledge base supports a since the majority support a. For b it is a 
striking of balance between a -+ b and Tb: one knowledge base (Ks) opposes b, but 
because the majority support a, K2 generates support for b using its rule a -+ b. The 
opposing and supporting forces are in balance, and hence the issue of b is undecided- 
the result Iof merging supports the disjunction of a -+ b and Tb. 
Example 16.5. Suppose KI, K2, K3 are as in the last example, and a( Kl) = w( K2) = 1 
while w(Ks) =2. Then Merge({Kl,K2,K3},w) z {a,-b}. 
Now the opposing force for b is stronger than the supporting force, since K3 carries 
higher weight. Consequently, the merged result opposes b. 
Suppose in this example the weights are a( K1) = a( K3) = I and w( K2) = 2. 
Then Mec<e({K1, K2, K3},w) E { a, a + b}. The result supports b accordingly, for the 
supporting force of b is stronger than the opposing force of 6. 
7. A syntactic characterization 
In this section we present a syntactic characterization of Merge that defines the result 
of merging by a syntactic transformation of the knowledge bases to be merged. 
Let DNE’( K) denote the disjunctive normal form of K. We shall omit the primitive 
connectives A and V in DiVF( K); hence DNF( K) is a set of disjuncts and each disjunct 
is a set of literals. We require each disjunct in DNF( K) to be satisfiable; if not, the 
disjunct can be discarded from DNF( K). For technical reasons, when K is inconsistent 
we define DNF( K) = (0). 
In the syntactic characterization we often need to consider sets of weighted literals. For 
example, we have a set of literals D = {a, Ta, 6) where the literals are associated with 
weights 1, 2 and 1 respectively. For convenience, we write the weight in the superscripts 
of the literals; hence we write D as {a’, 1a2, b’ }. Now suppose we view D equivalently 
as {a’, ~a’, -d , b’ }; then intuitively, D contains a “conflict” represented by the pair 
(a’ , la’), We split D into two subsets: {a’, la’} and {-~a’, 6’). Intuitively, the first 
subset contains the conflict and the second subset is the set of D after removing the 
conflict. We call the first subset the inconsistent part of D, and the second the consistent 
part of D. The notion of inconsistent and consistent parts of a set of weighted literals is 
the cornerstone of our syntactic transformation for Merge. We give the formal definitions 
in the following. 
Let D be a set of weighted literals. Define the inconsistent part of D, denoted by 
f(D), tam be the set of all literals of pairs (~7, 1~“) (where p is an atom) such that 
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one of pq and lpq is in D and for the other, say p” (or ~pp), there is a pq’ (or 
-7~7’ respectively) in D such that v’ 2 7. Define the consistent part of D, denoted by 
t(D), to be the set of literals in D after “subtracting” the literals in f(D). That is, 
t(D) = (17 ) Q > 0, 17’ E D and if 1 7” E f(D) then v = 7’ - q” otherwise 77 = 7’). 
If is useful to know that if we take the union of f(D) and t(D) and conjoin the 
same literals in the union while adding up their weights, we recover the original D. 
Note also that f(D) is inconsistent unless it is empty and t(D) is always consistent, 
which is why we call the former the inconsistent part while the latter the consistent 
part. We define the weight of f(D), denoted by w’(D), to be the sum of the weights 
of each literal in f(D). 
The transformation of Merge goes as follows. First, we assume the knowledge bases 
have been put into disjunctive normal form. From each (DNF) knowledge base K; (i E 
[ 1, n] ), we take one disjunct Di and superscribe each literal in Di with the weight of Ki. 
We then form a combination, denoted by D1 & . . &J D,, from the union of D1, . . . , D, 
by conjoining same literals in the union and adding up the weights of the same literals. 
Then the idea of the transformation of Merge is to select those combinations such that 
the weights of their inconsistent parts are minimum; and the result of Merge is the 
disjunction of the consistent parts of those combinations. 
Theorem 7.1. 
Merge({KI,...,K,},w) 
= V{AtW) I C is in S such that w’ (C) is minimal > 
, 
where S = (0~ U . . . kd D, 1 Di E DNF(Ki)}. * 
Proof. For a possible world w and a set of literals D, let difs( w, D) denote the number 
of literals in D that are not supported by w, i.e., difs(w, D) is the cardinality of (1 E 
D 1 w k 1). Then we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 7.2. Let w be a possible world and K be a knowledge base. Then 
dist( w, K) = /~mi;~~) difs( w, D) . 
Proof. If K is inconsistent (unsatisfiable) then DNF( K) = (0) and dist( w, K) = 0. It 
is easy to see that the lemma holds. Hence we assume K is satisfiable. 
Assume dist( w, K) > minnEDNF(K) dif( w, D). Let D’ E DNF( K) such that dif( w, 
D’) = rninnEn,vF(K) difs( w, 0). Then dist( w, K) > difs( w, D’). From the definition 
of DNF, we know that all the disjuncts in DNF(K) are satisfiable and hence D’ is 
satisfiable. Thus there does not exist p E D’ such that lp E D’. We let w’ be a 
possible world such that w’(p) = t if p E D’, w’(p) = f if up E D’, and w’(p) = 
w(p) otherwise. Then it is obvious that w’ k D’ and therefore w’ E [Kl. It is also 
easy to see dist( w, w’) = difs(w, D’). Then from dist( w, K) > di@(w, D’) it follows 
* The superscripts of the liter& in t(D) should be dropped in the final result to become a sentence. 
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that dist( w, K) > dist( w, w’). However, since w’ E UK], this contradicts the fact that 
dist( w, K) =: minUELK] dist( w, u). 
Conversely, assume dist( w, K) < minoEo,vF(K) difs( w, D). Let w’ E [Kj such that 
dist( w, w’) = &st( w, K). Then dist( w, w’) < rninDEDNF(K) dSfS( w, 0). Since w’ E [IKj, 
w’ k D’ for some D’ E DNF(K). Then w’ b 1 for all I E D’. Hence we have 
di.( w, 0’) f dist( w, w’). Then from dist(w, w’) < rninDEnNF(K) di#(w, D) it follows 
that d@( w, D’) < rninDED,vF(K) &‘I w, 0). Since D’ E DNF( K), this is a contradiction. 
Therefore. dist( w, K) = rninDEnNF(K) di;fs( w, 0). 0 
Lemma 7.3. Let w be any possible world and Di be any disjunct in Ki (i = 1, . . . , n 
respectively). Then 
c w(K~) *difS(w,Di) 2 w’(D~M...&JD,)/~, 
where the equality holds iff w k /\ t( D1 k~ . . . M D,). 
Proof. Follows from the definitions of diff and t, and the fact that for any pair (I, -I) 
in f(Dl ~9.. . kJ D,), w implies exactly one of I and -1. 0 
We now proceed to prove the main theorem. 
Since both RHS and LHS are consistent, we let w + RHS and w’ b LHS. Then w k 
l\t(D, U. .k~ D,), for some DI E DNF(K,),. ..,D,cDNF(K,,) suchthatw’(DtkJ 
...u 0,) 5: w’(C) for all C E S. Let Qi E DNF( Ki) (i = 1, . . , , n respectively) such 
that d@(w’, Qi) = rninoEo,vF(Kj) difs(w’, D). To simplify the notation, we let D denote 
D1 kJ... kJ D, and & denote Ql UZJ.. + kJ Qn. We first obtain: 
w’(D) <w’(Q). (2) 
For the later development, we prove two inequalities, one concerning w: 
c W( Ki) * dist(w, Ki) < w’(D)/29 (3) 
and another concerning w’: 
Cw(Ki) *dist(W’, Ki) b ~‘(&)/2* (4) 
We first prove (3). Since w k At(D), by Lemma 7.3 we have Cw(Ki) * 
di@( w, 0~) = w’(D) /2. By Lemma 7.2 we have c w( K;) * dist( w, Ki) = C a( Ki) * 
rninoEovF(Kij difs( w, 0). To prove (3), it suffices to prove 
c W(Ki) * oE$~~,d@(w,D) < Cw(Ki) *difS(w,Di), (5) 
Assume to the contrary that c w( Ki) * rninnEnNF(K,) difs( w, D) > c w( Ki) * difs( w, 
Di). Then there must be at least an i E [ 1, n] such that minoEoNF(K,) difs(w, D) > 
di$f( w, Di) . However, since Di E DNF( Ki), this is a contradiction. Therefore we have 
the inequality (5)) from which the inequality (3) is established. 
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Next we prove (4). By Lemma 7.2 and the definition of Qi (i = 1,. . . , n) we have 
(6) 
By Lemma 7.3 we know c a( Ki) *difS( w’, Qi) 2 a’( &) /2, from which together with 
Eq. (6) we obtain (4). 
Then the proof of the main theorem is by contradiction and is carried out in the 
following two steps: 
(a) Assume w F LHS. Then since w’ k LHS, we have c w(Ki) * dist( w’, K;) < 
CW(Ki) * diSt(W,Ki). U sing (3) and (4), we get a’(&) < w’(D). This 
contradicts (2). Hence, w k LHS. 
(b) Assume w’ F RHS. Our goal is to derive a contradiction by proving c w( Kj) * 
dist(w,Ki) < Cw(Ki) * dist(w’,Ki). As w’(D) 6 w’(Q), there are two 
cases: 
l w’(D) <w’(Q). Using (3) and (4), we obtain Cw(K;) *dist(w,Ki) < 
CW(K~) *dist(w’,Ki). 
l w’(D) = w’(Q). Then w’(Q) < w’(C) for all C E S. It must be the case 
that w’ F t(Q) otherwise w’ k RHS which contradicts our assumption. Then 
by Lemma 7.3, we have C w( Ki) * difl( w’, Qi) > w’( &) /2. Then from Eq. 
(6) we obtain C a( Ki) * dist( w’, Ki) > W’ ( Q> /2. 
Then using (3) and the fact that w’(D) = w’( Q), we establish c a( Ki) * 
dist(w’,Ki) > Cw(Ki) *dist(w,Ki). 
In both cases we have c w( Ki) * dist( w’, Ki) > c a( Ki) * dist( W, Ki). This 
contradicts the fact that w’ k LHS. 
The theorem follows from (a) and (b). 0 
An example of the transfomzation 
Given three knowledge bases K1 = {a, c}, K2 = {a -+ b, lc} and Ks = {c} with 
weights a( K1 ) = 1, w( K2) = 3 and w(K3) = 1. Their disjunctive normal forms are: 
DNF(Kl) = {{a,c}}, DNF(K2) = {{Ta,-c},{b,-c}} and DNF(K3) = {{c}}. 
Then S = {Cl, C2) where Cl = {a’, c’, -a3, -c3, c’} = {a’, -a3, c2, x3} and C2 = 
{a’,c’, b3, ~c 3,c1} = {a1,b3,c2,x3}. 
We have f(Cl) = {a’,Ta’,c2,-c2} and t(Ct) = {la2,1c1}, while f(C2) = 
{c2, 7c2)‘and t(C2) = {al, b3, x1 }. Since w’(Ci) =6 > w’(Cz) =4, 
Merge({Ki,K2,Ks}) =HC2) 
= {a’, b3, 1~‘) 
= {a, b, -x} 
z {a, a + b, x}. 
8. Summary 
We have proposed a knowledge merging operator that has desirable properties and 
is capable of resolving the conflicts among the knowledge bases in an intuitive way. 
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The operator also plausibly incorporates the weights of the knowledge bases within the 
process of merging. 
Future rese.arch directions include extending the results into the first-order case, study- 
ing merging the knowledge bases that are restricted to some special forms such as Horn 
clauses or Datalog programs, and considering the “meta-knowledge” of the agents, e.g., 
an agent’s knowledge about some other agents [ 71. In this paper we define the distance 
between a world and a knowledge base in the same way as [ 51. There are other methods 
of measuring the distance as proposed in, e.g., [ 2,281. It is also of interest to investigate 
whether these other metrics can be adopted for the semantics of merging knowledge 
bases. 
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